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ITINERARY

Tuesday 19th

Overnight Inverness

Wednesday 20th

Journey to Gills Bay
Nybster Broch
Kirkwall – St Magnus Cathedral
Evening Lecture
Group Evening Meal

Thursday 21st

Barn House Neolithic Settlement
Maes Howe Visitor Centre & Exterior of Maes
Howe Chambered Cairn
Stones of Stenness Stone Circle
Lunch – Merkister Hotel
Ring of Brodgar Stone Circle
Skara Brae Neolithic Village

Friday 22nd

Rousay
Taversoe Tuick Chambered Cairn
Blackhammer Chambered Cairn
Midhowe Chambered Cairn
Midhowe Broch
Westness Norse Hall
(Packed Lunch)
Evening Lecture

Saturday 23rd

Italian WW2 Chapel
Churchill Barriers
Liddle Bronze Age Burnt Mound
Isbister Chambered Cairn
Lunch - Albert Hotel or Free Time
Earls Palace
Tankerness House Museum

Sunday 24th

Earls Palace Birsay
Brough of Birsay
Barony Mill
Lunch – Smithfield Hotel
Kirbuster Farm Museum
Broch of Gurness

Monday 25th

Orphir Norse Round Church
Stromness Museum & Town
Lunch – Free Time
Unstan Neolithic Chambered Cairn
Rennibister Earth House

Tuesday 26th

Leave Orkney
Clava Bronze Age Cairns
Overnight Inverness
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Sites in Approximate Order of Visitation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Nybster
St Magnus Cathedral
Maes Howe
Barnhouse
Stenness
Brodgar
Skara Brae
Taversoe Tuick
Blackhammer
Midhowe Cairn
Midhowe Broch
Westness
Italian Chapel
Churchill Barriers

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
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Liddle
Isbister
Earl's Palace, Kirkwall
Tankerness
Brough of Birsay
Earl's palace, Birsay
Barony Mill
Kirbuster
Gurness
Orphir
Stromness
Unstan
Rennibister
Clava

WEDNESDAY

NYBSTER BROCH, CAITHNESS
Nybster broch was built on a high rocky
headland between two inlets, defended
by a stone faced rampart and a large
curved ditch. The entrance through the
rampart has checks for two wooden
doors and there are the remains of
stairs from ground level to the rampart
top. The entrance to the broch is away
from the wall. If there were intramural
galleries and stairs within the walls,
they have been lost as the broch today
has a solid base. The remainder of the
headland is covered with buildings that
appear to be a contemporary settlement. The remains of the structures are
ruinous and covered with long grass.
The site was first excavated by Sir F
Tress Barry in 1895-96 and again by a
team from the Nat Mus of Scotland in
2005.

MERVYN'S TOWER
The tower is a folly constructed by John
Nicolson at Nybster broch that was
moved in the 1980's from the middle of
the broch and then rebuilt further inland. The stone is not obviously from
the main broch structure. A number of
carved elements are integrated into the
design - a possible mermaid among
them and other heavily carved figures.
The panel that identifies Mervyn's Tower is built into one layer and a coat of
arms into the higher level.
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WEDNESDAY

KIRKWALL
Kirkwall is first mentioned in the Orkneyinga Saga when in 1046 Rognvald I took up residence here with a great retinue, though the size of the settlement is unknown. The name
is from the Norse, Kirkjuvagr, meaning church on the bay. There was a local name,
Papdale, valley of papae or priests which incorporates papa meaning priest. The RC
church sent priests here from the southern Pictish area in 710-714. The first settlement
was likely to have been two rows of houses at the end of the Ayre sandbar near the
church and Papedale burn with the Earl's Palace standing close by. The burn was culverted over in the nineteenth century.
The Peerie Sea, once tidal, has now largely become reclaimed. Originally the Ayre sandbar formed a protective safe harbour for shallow
draught Viking ships sailing from its quaysides.
There was a small, possibly wooden, church near
the harbour, St Olaf Harldson, founded by Earl
Rognvald Brusason in 1035 and mentioned in the
Orkneyinga Saga in 1046. King Olaf of Norway
was a converted Christian who died in the Battle
of Sticklastadt. Today only a sandstone doorway
of the church survives on the N side of St Olaf's
Wynd. The doorway was rebuilt, possibly in a restoration of 1550, by Bishop Reid. Alternatively it
could be of the W gable of a church in use before
1480. The church was torched by English raiders
in 1557 and became a ruin by the eighteenth century.
One notable building is Tankerness House, the
former Archdeaconry for St Magnus Cathedral.
The oldest part of the house is the N wing which
dates to the sixteenth century and today forms
part of the Orkney Museum.
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WEDNESDAY

ST MAGNUS CATHEDRAL, KIRKWALL
Construction on the cathedral of St Magnus began in c1137 to fulfil a vow made by
Earl Rognvald, the instigator of the murder of Magnus, later deified as St Magnus. The
relics of St Magnus were to be housed here and the cathedral would be the seat of the
Bishopric of Orkney. The cathedral is cruciform in plan standing some three stories high.
The predominant stone used in the fabric of the building is a red sandstone, with some
white stone from Eday being used for decorative purposes. The cathedral was constructed over a long period. There were two major phases of building works between c1137
and c1250, but the cathedral was not completed until
the fifteenth century.
The first phase saw the construction of the three-bay
Romanesque choir with apsidal E end, the transepts,
and the lower stages of the easternmost bays of the
nave. The translation of St Magnus’s relics took
place before Earl Rognvald left on a pilgrimage in
1151. The second phase saw the addition of transept
chapels, completion of the nave up to the sixth bay,
construction of the lower stages of the west front,
and extension of the choir. The crossing tower was
completed in the fourteenth century, and the W front
in the fifteenth. Masons who had worked on Durham
Cathedral and Dunfermline Abbey also worked at
Kirkwall. St Magnus’s bones were discovered in the
twentieth century. The box they lay in had been hidden in a cavity within a pillar on the S side of the
aisle. St Rognvald’s remains are in a similar pillar
cavity on the N side. A notable memorial is to the
men of HMS Royal Oak torpedoed in 1939 in Scapa
Flow.
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THURSDAY

THE HEART OF NEOLITHIC ORKNEY
ORKNEY WORLD HERITAGE SITE
This UNESCO World Heritage group of sites is known as the Heart of Neolithic Orkney
and was declared a WHS in 1999. The sites consist of Maes Howe, the Stones of Stenness, the Ring of Brodgar, Skara Brae and other associated unexcavated burial, ceremonial and settlement sites. These are all located on or near the narrow bridge of land that
separates Loch of Harray and the Loch of Stenness. Together the group constitutes a
major prehistoric cultural landscape of some 5,000 years ago.
To quote UNESCO, “ The property is characteristic of the farming culture prevalent before 4000BC in northwest Europe. It provides exceptional evidence and demonstrates
with exceptional completeness the domestic, ceremonial and burial practices of a now
vanished 5000 year old culture and illustrates the material standards, social structures
and ways of life of this dynamic period of prehistory, which gave rise to Avebury and
Stonehenge, Bend of Boyne and Carnac”.
ORKNEY ARCHAEOLOGY AND HISTORY CHRONOLOGY
MESOLITHIC
NEOLITHIC
BRONZE AGE
IRON AGE
PICTISH
NORSE

c8000-4000 BC
c4000-2500BC
c2500-800BC
c800BC-AD500
cAD300-800
c800-1469
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THURSDAY

MAES HOWE
Maes Howe, ‘great mound’ in Old
Norse, is a Neolithic burial cairn consisting of a central chamber and
three side chambers accessed by a
low 9m long entrance. Rays of the
setting sun at the winter solstice
strike the rear wall of the chamber.
There are tall stone pillars in the four
corners which may be buttresses or
former free standing stones incorporated into the chamber. The square
vault has an original corbelled roof
through which entry was made in
1861. This has since been capped
with a domed concrete structure. The
ditch surrounding Maes Howe has
been excavated in places and resulting tested peat has given an RC date
of c2750 BC.
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THURSDAY

MAES HOWE NORSE PERIOD

Maes Howe has the largest collection of Norse runes in the UK, including the famous
Maes Howe ‘dragon’. The chamber was apparently broken into and used as a shelter and
meeting place in the twelfth century. Some of the runes describe how a great treasure
was found; this has long been regarded as a myth as treasure is a common motif of Old
Norse literature but it is possible that the Vikings re-used the tomb as a burial place themselves with grave goods of some value. “It’s true what I say, the treasure was moved out
of here” and “Happy the man who can find the great treasure.”
Two of the inscriptions mention 'Jerusalem-men', crusaders, who broke into the mound.
These may refer to those with Rognvald Kali Kolsson, born in Norway and appointed as
the Earl of Orkney in 1129 during the Norse colonization.

Other carvings are more similar to modern graffiti: ‘Vemundr cut (these runes)’,
‘Hermundr hand-axe cut runes’. There are references to women: ‘Ingibjorg the lovely widow’, ‘Ingigerthr is the loveliest of women’.
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THURSDAY

BARNHOUSE
NEOLITHIC
SETTLEMENT
Barnhouse was discovered in
1984, some 150m north of the
Stones of Stenness. Remains
of at least 13 houses have
been found, apparently free
standing. In plan the houses
are subcircular with roofs
most likely of timber and turf;
each had a central hearth with
beds along the sides. The site
dates from c 3200BC and was
occupied until c 2900 BC. One
of the earliest buildings,
(Structure 2) is similar in design to some chambered
cairns and may have been for
ceremonial use.
This building was rectangular and was divided down the centre with a hearth at each end.
Structure 8 is the largest at c7m across with 3m thick walls. The building was surrounded
by a walled enclosure. It is suggested this is a meeting house for ceremonies connected
with the Stones of Stenness. Today the lower courses of six of the structures have been
rebuilt, including Structures 2 and 8 and are on public display. The settlement is within
the Maes Howe-Stenness-Brodgar complex, the Heart of Neolithic Orkney.

STONES OF STENNESS
The Stones are part of a henge
30m in diameter with a surrounding
2m deep ditch and a bank outside
that. The site dates to c3100BC
and therefore may be older than
the Ring of Brodgar. Only four of
the original twelve stones still
stand; the tallest stone being c6m
high. Excavations in the 1970s revealed a square setting of stones in
the centre which may have been a
hearth and which is visible today.
Pits and post-holes found by excavation indicate that there were other features in the interior. The site was likely a ceremonial centre within the MaesHowe-Stenness-Brodgar Complex. It is most likely that the
monument was constructed over a long period. The entrance faces NE towards the Barnhouse settlement. Pottery found at Stenness is similar to that from Skara Brae. The
Watch Stone stands to the NW, itself 5.5m high and likely to have been one of a number
of stone settings between Brodgar and Stenness. To the SE of the Stones of Stenness is
the Barnhouse Stone. Old photographs may show an altar like structure in the centre of
the stones. This was a folly and was removed at the time of the 1970s excavations.
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THURSDAY

RING OF BRODGAR
The Ring is a stone circle,
the third largest in Britain,
thought to date between
2500-2000 BC. The ring is a
true circle c 104m in diameter; there may have been 60
stones originally but only 27
survive today. The stones
come from more than one
source perhaps representing
different communities in Orkney. The stones are surrounded by a rock cut ditch
c9m wide and c3m deep.
There may have been a
bank outside the ditch making Brodgar a henge but no
trace of the bank has been
found in excavations.

SKARA BRAE NEOLITHIC
VILLAGE The village was
exposed in 1850 when the
sea washed away part of the
sand cover and more was
exposed following a storm in
1925. Gordon Childe excavated the site in 1928-30
thinking it was Pictish, and
the site as shown today reflects his work. Excavations
in
1972-73 provided RC
dates c3100-2500BC with
two over-lapping phases of
occupation.
The houses are not free standing but are surrounded by midden fill which provided good
insulation. The roof may have been of timber (driftwood) or whalebone and turf or ell
grass. The one room averages c36m2 with one door, a dresser, box beds along the sides
and a central hearth. Privies connected to the houses by underground channels. There
were likely to have been no more than 6-8 houses occupied at one time with a population
of 40-50. There is one workshop on the site. The village was once further back from the
sea. Excavations have produced fish bones (cod and saithe) and bones of sea birds. Barley and a little wheat were grown and animal bones indicate beef, mutton, pork, venison
and sheep and/or goat. Today visitors can enter a replica of one of the houses.
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FRIDAY

CHAMBERED CAIRNS ON ROUSAY Rousay has 15 chambered cairns, sometimes
called stalled cairns because of the internal arrangement of paired upright stones that
create compartments on each side of a central passage. Four such cairns in the care of
Historic Environment Scotland are along the south coast of Rousay: Taversoe Tuick,
Blackhammer, Knowe of Yarso and Midhowe.
TAVERSOE TUICK CHAMBERED
CAIRN
The tomb on the south side of
Rousay, overlooking Eynhollow island and the Mainland, is on two
levels. The tomb dates to the third
millenium. There are two chambers
separated by a stone slab floor. The
upper chamber is entered from the
NW on the upper slope and the lower from the SE on the downward
side. The lower chamber has four
compartments and at midwinter
sunset the passage entrance and
the chamber are illuminated. A number of skeletons were found here
along with pottery sherds, shale disk
beads and a stone hammer. The upper chamber, with two compartments, is less intact.
When entered in the 19thC there were 3 stone cists with cremated bone from adults and
a child. A small chamber holding three Neolithic pots was found on the downward slope
on the edge of the cairn platform.
BLACKHAMMER
CHAMBERED CAIRN
The cairn consists of a 13m
long passage divided into
seven compartments by upright slabs. Blackhammer is
one of the cairns that have
a herring bone decoration
on the outside of the tomb
formed from stone slabs set
at at angle. The site was
excavated in the 1930s and
2 skeletons were found.

Blackhammer has an entrance on the long side of the cairn which was blocked when the
tomb was no longer in use. The blocking stones conformed to the herring bone decoration around the rest of the cairn. Note the position of the cairn: it is located on a terrace
immediately above the good arable land and on rough pasture.
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FRIDAY

MIDHOWE
CHAMBERED
CAIRN
Midhowe is an Early Neolithic
chambered or stalled cairn
dated to c3500 BC. The oblong cairn is made of sandstone slabs which covered a
central passage 23m long
with twelve compartments
formed by upright stones entered from the SE. Midhowe
is unusual in that it is right on
the coast line. The tomb also
has the herring bone arrangement of stones along
the side of the cairn. Excavations in the 1930s found
burials that were usually
crouched, along with disarticulated bones. The remains were placed on or under stone
benches still to be seen in some compartments. At the far N end is the most elaborate
stall which is paved and further subdivided by low slabs. Some twenty-five individuals including children were discovered. It is likely that such tombs were re-entered at various
times to add burials and perhaps for other ceremonies. The bones of the ancestors would
have allowed the living to claim possession of the land around the tomb. Other finds included cattle, sheep and red deer bones with fish bone and limpet shells. The chamber
was infilled with rubble when it went out of use. Two possible Iron Age burials were later
dug into the rubble.
The cairn is enclosed in a modern hanger like structure designed to protect it from the
weather and allow visitors to see the tomb from above.
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FRIDAY

MIDHOWE BROCH
There are at least eleven brochs that are situated along the coast of the Eynhollow
Sound. Midhowe is derived from the fact it is the middle of three sites located within 500m
of each other and Howe from the Old Norse word haugr meaning mound or barrow. The
structure may date to the end of the first millennium BC. Midhowe is defended on the NE
by two ditches with a stone wall between them and on either side by a natural geo (inlet).
The site was excavated by the landowner Walter Grant between 1930-34.
The tower and the defences may be a single period of construction. The tower has a diameter of c18m; as with most brochs there are galleries within the walls. There was a single central hearth and spring-fed water tank. There are projections from the wall on the
inner sides that may have supported a wooden floor. In the second phase of occupation
the inner ditch was infilled and new structures were built around the tower over the filled
ditch. A hearth with slag suggests metalwork in this phase.
The tower suffered some
subsidence leading to an
infilling of the lowest intramural gallery. Twothirds of the tower were
demolished later to the
present height of c4.3m
and secondary structures
now in the interior may
date to this phase. Much
of the settlement around
the tower has been lost
to erosion.
The site produced some
Roman objects suggesting contact or at least
trade.
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FRIDAY

WESTNESS AND SWANDRO
There are a number of Viking or Norse sites situated along the shore of the Bays of Westness and Swandro, Rousay. The Knowe of Swandro is a large mound situated inland
from the boulder beach at the Bay of Swandro. The Norse settlement site known as
Westness is located on the eastern side of the Knowe and this was excavated by the
Norwegian archaeologist Sigrid Kaland in the 1970s. Some 300m around the Bay from
Swandro is the Viking cemetery best known for the two boat burials that she uncovered
but the report has never been published. Kaland also excavated at Swandro, also unpublished, and here she concentrated on the Norse hall located just back from the shore.
The hall had been investigated by Ralegh Radford in the 1960s, but again this is unpublished. In terms of geography the Knowe is one half mile NW of Westness Farm,
while Moaness point where the Westness burials were discovered is just under one half
mile NW of Westness.
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FRIDAY

WESTNESS CEMETERY
The Westness cemetery consists of both Pictish and Viking graves, both with and
without grave goods. Radio
carbon dates show the cemetery was in use between the
seventh to ninth centuries
and representing a cross
section of the community.
The graves are not visible on
the surface but originally had
markers; the Vikings respected the earlier graves.
Pictish graves were shallow
with grave goods; Viking
graves were rectangular or
oval. The oval graves were
slab lined. The grave goods
included weapons (sword,
axe, spear and arrows), jewellery, tools and weaving
implements. Two boat-graves were recognised from their rivet-patterns and decayed outline-stains; they were evidently three or four strake vessels of clinkered oak construction.
In each case the burial was formed by placing the vessel in a hole in the ground and stabilising it externally with stones and clay before forming an amidships burial chamber by
infilling the bow and stern with stones. Each boat contained the extended inhumation of a
male accompanied by tools and weapons; swords, shields, axes and arrows in each case
with a spear in one of them. Both burials contained farming tools (including adze and
sickle); one also had a hone and a strike-a-light, and the other a fishing weight and bone
comb.
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FRIDAY

SKAILL FARMSTEAD, NORSE HALL
Excavations as part of the Landscapes of Change - Archaeologies of the Rousay Clearances and Westness Estate project have concentrated on the later stages of the Skaill
farm and its middens. Recently the excavations revealed walls extending out from under
the settlement mound, which is considered to be a Norse drinking hall. Substantial 1m
wide stone walls were found 5.5m apart with internal features such as stone benches
along either side. The building appears to be in excess of 13m long. The hall is oriented
down the slope towards the beach. Finds include steatite (soap stone from Shetland),
pottery, fragment of a Norse bone comb and a bone spindle whorl.
The new hall is located to the left of the deserted houses in the upper centre of the photo.
St Mary’s church in the centre of the photo was founded in the twelfth century.

THE WIRK, WESTNESS
The Wirk, 'stronghold' in Old
Norse, is a small stone tower adjacent to the churchyard. It has been
interpreted as a twelfth century
Norse structure, a fortified bell
tower, a thirteenth century defensive tower for an incomplete
church and recently a sixteenth
century tower and attached range.
The tower can be seen to the lower left of the churchyard.
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SATURDAY

SCAPA FLOW
The name is derived from Old
Norse meaning 'bay of the long
isthmus'. The bay is sheltered
by the surrounding islands of
Mainland, Graemsay, South
Ronaldsay, Hoy and Burray.
The Flow has been a main travel route and anchorage since
prehistoric times. During the two
world wars Scapa Flow was the
main naval base for the Royal
Navy. Concern over the possibility of a submarine attack on
the fleet led to a number of
blockships being sunk in the
channels between the smaller
islands. This allowed the use of submarine nets.
At the end of WW1 the German High Seas Fleet was interned in the Flow while terms of
the Treaty of Versailles were being discussed. The German Admiral von Reuter made the
decision to scuttle the fleet on 21st June 1919 when most of the Royal Navy ships were
on an exercise. The RN managed to beach a small number of the German ships but fifty
three ships went to the bottom.

The sunken ships were left until the 1920s when the price of scrap metal made salvage
worth the effort. The sunken fleet was sold by tender to Ernest Cox who began what has
been called the greatest maritime salvage operation of all time. A team of divers sealed
the holes in the ships and by using compressed air the wrecks were lifted to the surface
in an inverted position. A total of 45 of the scuttled ships had been raised by 1939, when
work then ceased.
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SATURDAY

During WW2 Scapa was
again chosen as the main
naval base but the defences
had deteriorated. On 14th
October 1939 the U-47,
commanded by Gunther Prien, entered the Flow via Kirk
Sound and sank HMS Royal
Oak, a WW1 era battleship;
833 of the 1400 man crew
were lost. The wreck today
is a war grave and is marked
by a buoy. As a result of the
attack new defences were
put in place. Churchill ordered the building of causeways to block the eastern
entrances into the Flow. These were the Churchill barriers, constructed by prisoners. The
causeways now provide road access from Mainland to Burray.

Blockships above and
one of the Churchill
barriers right.
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SATURDAY

ITALIAN CHAPEL,
LAMB HOLM
A shortage of manpower
on Orkney during WW2
led to the employment of
Italian PoWs in constructing the Churchill barriers.
A camp for the prisoners
was established on Lamb
Holm and the camp priest
Fr Giacobazzi asked that
a chapel be built. Two
Nissan huts were then
joined together. An artist
in the camp, Domenico
Chiocchetti along with
Giuseppe Palumbi, a blacksmith, and Domenico Buttapasta, a cement worker, transformed the space into a chapel.
The interior of the Nissan hits was covered by plasterboard and the altar and altar rail
were made from left over concrete. The facade is concrete made to make the huts look
like a church. The light holders were made from corn beef tins while the font was constructed from the inside of a car exhaust covered with concrete.
Chiocchetti had been a church decorator before the war and he had a prayer card given
to him by his mother with the image of the Madonna and Child by Nicolo Barabino. He
based his painting over the altar on this.
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SATURDAY

ISBISTER CHAMBERED CAIRN
The cairn lies on the edge of a cliff above the sea on the SE tip of South Ronaldsay. The
site was discovered by the landowner who carried out excavations until 1982, following
which time a professional excavation was undertaken. There has been some erosion but
the cairn was most likely circular to begin with. A passage in the E leads to a central
chamber divided into five compartments by upright slabs; at either end of the chamber
were low compartments each with a stone shelf along with two cells on the W and one on
the E side. The tomb dates to before 3000BC; c 2500 BC it went out of use and was infilled with rubble. Some 16,000 human bones were recovered representing at least 342
individuals. The remains of five sea eagles were found from the period when the tomb
was in use and eight in the infill. These may have served as the totem of the community
using the cairn and have given the cairn the name The Tomb of the Eagles.
LIDDLE BURNT MOUND
The site dates to the Bronze Age (1200500BC) and consists of an oval stone
structure surrounded on three sides by a
mound of fire-cracked stones. In the centre is a stone trough made waterproof with
clay having a capacity of c1000 litres. The
trough, ash, charcoal, burnt sheep and
goat bones all suggest a use as a cooking
place. The excavator believed the structure to be a house but there is a lack of
sleeping area and if roofed there would be
little room to move in. Some 200 burnt
mounds are found in Orkney but their purpose is uncertain: cooking place, leather
or salt working, house or sauna.
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SATURDAY

BISHOP'S PALACE, KIRKWALL
The Bishop's palace is one of
the oldest surviving fortified
residences in Scotland. It was
built for Bishop William 'the
Old', friend of Earl Rognvald in
the mid-twelfth century. Little
survives of this structure. King
Hakon of Norway used the palace as a base in 1263 when
attempting to maintain Norse
power in the Western Isles, but
his defeat at the battle of Largs
saw him return to Kirkwall
where he later died at the palace.
Major rebuilding took place under Bishop Reid (1541-68). In
the NW corner is Bishop Reid's
tower - The Moosie tower - his private apartments. The outer wall has gun loops and a
defensive parapet. Following the reformation the Bishop's lands became the property of
Earl Robert Steward, Mary Queen of Scot's half brother. In 1600 his son, Earl Patrick, incorporated the palace into his new Earl's Palace.

EARL'S PALACE, KIRKWALL
Patrick Stewart, Earl of Orkney
from 1592, built a new palace to
the E of the Bishop's palace in
1600-07 which created a fortified
and enclosed complex around a
central courtyard. This palace is
seen as one of the finest examples of French Renaissance architecture in Scotland. The E
and S ranges survive at right angles to each other with the main
entrance in the S range. At the N
end of the E range a gabled
block projected into the courtyard with massive turrets projecting from its corners. There
was a great hall with the Earl's
table at the N end by one of two fireplaces and lit by an oriel window on either side. Cellars and storerooms are on the ground floor with the kitchen in the S range. The earl was
executed for treason in 1615 and the palace fell into disrepair. Cromwell placed troops in
it in 1652 and 1671 the palace was a bishop's residence until 1688 when the building fell
out of use. The ornate entrance does survive with its three levels of heraldic panels
over the door. Plans to restore the structure in the late 1800s for use as a civic building
never came to fruition.
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SATURDAY

TANKERNESS HOUSE, THE ORKNEY MUSEUM
Tankerness House originally was two separate buildings that served St Magnus Cathedral and dating to the 1530s. The north wing was the official residence of the subchanter;
the man who led the singing and was in charge of the cathedral choir. The south wing
was the residence of the archdeacon, who was a senior member of the clergy who administered the cathedral. Only the bishop was superior to the archdeacon. The Scottish
Reformation in 1560 saw the cathedral and its clergy break with the RC Church. The
archdeacon, Gilbert Foulzie, along with Bishop Adam Bothwell, changed sides and became Protestant. Foulzie saw his chance and bought his residence from the church,
along with the subchanter’s house, opposite his own.
The house stayed with Foulzie’s descendants until 1642 when it was bought by James
Baikie of Tankerness. The west wing (in front of you as you enter the gate) was built
c1680 to enclose the courtyard completely. The Baikies of Tankerness gave their town
house the name Tankerness House, as it is still called. More work was carried out on the
building during the 18th and 19th centuries.
In 1951 Tankerness House was sold to the Kirkwall Burgh Council by Robert Baikie. It
was split up into flats and rented out. As the state of the building grew worse, calls were
made to have it demolished and to replace it and its gardens with a car park for the cathedral. This drastic move was opposed by (among others) librarian Evan MacGillivary,
painter Dr Stanley Cursiter and Provost James Flett, who wished to preserve the building.
But what could it be used for? It was decided that a museum was needed; one which told
the story of Orkney from ancient times. It opened to the public as Tankerness House Museum on 31st May 1968. Now archaeological finds in Orkney usually stay in the islands.
The slightly confusing name was changed to the Orkney Museum in 1999, to make it
clear that it is the main museum for the interpretation of Orkney’s prehistory and history
and not just an historic building.
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SUNDAY

BROUGH OF BIRSAY
Birsay, on the NW coast, was the
site of a Norse earldom. The
Brough, now a tidal island, was a
high status site for both Picts and
Norse. Evidence for the Picts includes a cemetery, possible
chapel, symbol stones and ogham inscriptions. West of the
cemetery early Norse homes
have been found. A Norse settlement was laid out cAD1000 with
two large rectangular halls and
ancillary structures; this site has been considered as the residences of Earls Sigurd and
Thorfinn; however, the Earls' residence may have been on Mainland. A church, St Peter's
chapel, is on the site of the Pictish cemetery. This overlies an eleventh century building
that could be Earl Thorfinn's Christ Church minster. The Bishopric was based in Birsay
before moving to Kirkwall but the location of Christ Church is most likely to be under the
present Birsay village.
EARL'S PALACE, BIRSAY
Earl Robert Stewart, illegitimate
son of king James V of Scotland
built a palace at Birsay in 156979. The palace is of two stories
built round a central courtyard.
Three corners once had three
story towers and today one survives flanking the entrance. Gun
ports can be seen in the walls.
A seventeenth century view
shows a rabbit warren to the N,
gardens and a bowling green to
the E and rows of peat stacks to
the W. The interior was highly
decorated with painted scenes
from the Bible.

PICTISH SYMBOL STONE
Today there is a replica of a
Pictish symbol stone inside the
graveyard on the Brough. The
stone has four Pictish symbols mirror case, crescent and V-rod,
Pictish beast and, at the bottom,
three warriors.
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SUNDAY

BARONY WATER MILL
The stone-built mill of three stories dates from 1873. There is an overshot waterwheel
which requires 110,000 gallons of water per hour when the mill is running under full load.
The wheel powers all the mill machinery: grindstones, elevator, bag hoist, fanners and
sieves. Grain is hoisted to the top floor for drying in the kiln, about a tonne at a time,
which takes between four-six hours. The mill grinds bere, a form of barley that tolerates
the cool temperatures and short Orkney growing season. The flour is known as beremeal
and is sold for both commercial and domestic use. Grinding takes place during the winter;
during the summer the mill is open to the public.

BROCHS
A broch is an Iron Age drystone
hollow-walled structure of a type
found only in Scotland. Their origin
is a matter of some controversy.
They may have been defensive
military structures, farm houses or
homes for the elite. Although most
stand alone in the landscape,
some examples exist of brochs
surrounded by clusters of smaller
dwellings. There is controversy
about whether or not brochs were
roofed, as no direct evidence for
this has survived. RC dates suggest that most of the towers were
built in the 1st centuries BC and
AD. The broch 'villages' which occur at a few places in Orkney have
no parallel in the Western Isles.

Reconstruction of a broch, right.
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SUNDAY

BROCH OF GURNESS
The Broch of Gurness overlooks the Sound of Eynhollow,
on the opposite side to Midhowe Broch. Gurness was excavated over a ten year period
1930-39. The original broch
tower, possibly 10-13m high,
was probably built c100BC.
Within the walls were six or
seven galleries one above the
other with access to the interior. The first floor was likely of
wood resting on a scarement
ledge and on posts set in from
the wall. The original ground
level would not have had any stone partitions and there was a water tank fed by a spring.
The roof may have been conical which covered the interior. The outer defences consisted
of three concentric ditches with a passage through them on the E.
The broch tower was later demolished to its present height of 3.5m, Structures were built
up around the tower in what is sometimes known as a 'broch village'. This settlement had
its own defences and an access road to the entrance of the broch.
The site also has the remains of a Pictish house, discovered during excavation and leter
moved and reconstructed. Reconstruction of Gurness, below.
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SUNDAY

KIRBUSTER FARM MUSEUM
Kirbuster is derived from the Old Norse kirkju-bolstadr meaning church farm settlement.
Close to the present buildings on the bank of the Kirbuster burn is a mound thought to be
the site of the church or chapel. The oldest part of the complex is the firehoose which
dates back to 1595. There is no chimney, only a lum (hole) in the roof offset so that rain
will not fall directly on the fire. The museum was opened in 1986 and is the last unrestored firehoose in northern Europe. There is also an Edwardian parlour and Victorian
gardens.
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MONDAY

OPHIR ROUND CHURCH
The ruined church of St Nicholas is all that remains of Earl
Hakon Paulsson's residence at
Ophir, or Earl's Bu, occupied in
the early twelfth century. The
Earl had been responsible for
the murder of St Magnus. It
seems likely that the earl built
the church upon his return from
his pilgrimage to Jerusalem
c1116-18 using the round
church of the Holy Sepulchre as
a model. This is the only circular
church to survive in Scotland.
The circular nave had an internal diameter of 6m with a vaulted roof. The church was dismantled in 1757 and a new church built to the W leaving the free standing apse to survive. Excavations have revealed a long hall close to the church, most like Earl Hakon's
drinking hall mentioned in Orkneryinga Saga. Recently the remains of a mill of the tenth
or early eleventh century have been found to the N of the church.
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MONDAY

STROMNESS
Stromess is the second largest town in Orkney. The name is derived from the Old Norse
straumrnes; straum refers to strong tides in Hoy Sound to the S of the town while nes
means 'headland'. Stromness can therefore mean 'headland protruding into the tidal
stream'. The Norse called the sheltered bay where Stromness is now located Hamnvoe,
'peaceful' or 'safe harbour'. Stromness became important in the late 1700s when Britain
was at war with France. Whaling fleets for the Arctic and ships of the Hudson's Bay Company stopped off at Stromness for food and especially water from Logan's Well. By the
end of the eighteenth century three-quarters of the HBC workforce was Orcadian. Sir
John Franklin visited in1845 at the start of his expedition to the Canadian arctic in the
search for the Northwest Passage; not one person returned alive from the crews of HMS
Erebus and HMS Terror.
During WW1 Stromness became a naval base and in
WW2 the Stromness Hotel
became the HQ for the defence of N Scotland and the
islands. The Stromness Museum tells the story of Orcadians at home and abroad as
well as detailing Orkney’s
natural riches. George Mackay Brown, writer and poet,
was born and lived most of
his life in Stromness. He often used Hamnavoe in his
stories and poems.
The
words on his gravestone
come from his poem A Work
for Poets: 'Carve the runes/
Then be content with silence'.
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MONDAY

UNSTAN CHAMBERED
CAIRN
The cairn, dated to the third
millennium, is situated by
the Loch of Stenness; it
was excavated in 1884 and
1934 when it was roofed
over with concrete. The
cairn is almost circular in
plan with a diameter of
c13m; the entrance is on
the NE via a narrow passage. There are five compartments formed by upright stone slabs and a single cell in the centre of the
SW side. The floor was
covered with a black ashy
layer in which were found
cremated remains.
The cell held two crouched burials. The site is especially important for the collection of 30
Early Neolithic pottery vessels, wide shallow bowls, known as Unstan Ware.

Unstan Ware.
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MONDAY

RENNIBISTER EARTH HOUSE
Rennibister is an example of an Orkney earth-house or souterrain. The underground
structure was discovered in 1926 when a threshing machine caused part of the roof to
collapse. It likely dates to the first millennium BC. Access was originally by a long low
passage that has no steps and it may be that anyone entering dropped through a hole
into the passage. The interior chamber has dry stone walls and a corbelled roof; there
are five small alcoves built into the walls of the chamber. When found, the passage was
rubble-filled and in this fill were the remains of six adults and 12 children, all the bones
being disarticulated. The burials might be contemporary with the site. thought this is debatable. The purpose of a souterrain is not certain: they have been seen as storage areas or places of refuge. Souterrains are also found in Brittany, Cornwall, Ireland and E
Scotland.
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TUESDAY

BALNUARAN OF
CLAVA CAIRNS
The Clava cairns form
part of a regional burial
tradition from W Moray
to
Glenurquart
and
from the upper Spay
valley to the Black Isle.
There are two types of
cairn; one has a passage to a central chamber, the other is a
closed ring cairn and
both are surrounded by
a stone circle. Most of
those cairns with passages are aligned to
the SW, to correspond
with the setting of the
midwinter sun.
Prof Richard Bradley
investigated the cairns
in
the
1990s
and
proved that they were
of early Bronze Age
date, not Neolithic as
had been supposed. He
believes that they may
not have been built in
one period. Most are in
low lying areas, probably near settlements.
He also stated that the
stones were chosen by
shape and colour as
well as height: the NW
stones are smallest,
the SE the tallest. The
plan shows the three
cairns: passage graves
at each end and a ring
cairn in the centre.
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